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***TRADE SECRET NOTICE*** 

THE STERLING STORE ASSOCIATE MOBILE APPLICATION ("STERLING COMMERCE 
APPLICATION") IS THE CONFIDENTIAL AND TRADE SECRET PROPERTY OF STERLING 
COMMERCE, INC., ITS AFFILIATED COMPANIES OR ITS OR THEIR LICENSORS, AND IS 
PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF A LICENSE AGREEMENT. NO DUPLICATION OR 
DISCLOSURE WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION. RESTRICTED RIGHTS.

This documentation was prepared to assist licensed users of the Sterling Store Associate Mobile application. 
The Sterling Commerce Application, the related documentation and the information and know-how it 
contains, is proprietary and confidential and constitutes valuable trade secrets of Sterling Commerce, Inc., 
its affiliated companies or its or their licensors (collectively "Sterling Commerce"), and may not be used for 
any unauthorized purpose or disclosed to others without the prior written permission of Sterling Commerce. 
The Sterling Commerce Application and the information and know-how it contains have been provided 
pursuant to an End User License Agreement for Sterling Store Associate Mobile which contains 
prohibitions against and/or restrictions on its copying, modification and use. Duplication, in whole or in 
part, if and when permitted, shall bear this notice and the Sterling Commerce, Inc. copyright legend. 

The Sterling Commerce Application may include products, or may be distributed on the same storage media 
with products ("Third Party Software") offered by third parties ("Third Party Licensors"). The Third Party 
Software is subject to open source and third party license terms as described below. Some of the Third Party 
Software products are covered by the following copyrights: Some of the Third Party Software products are 
covered by the following copyrights: 2007-2009 DryIcons.com. Copyright © 2006-2009 Google. Copyright 
© 2009 MySiteMyWay ETC Network. Icons created by Joseph Wain/glyphish.com.    All rights reserved 
by all listed parties.

Where any of the Sterling Commerce Software or Third Party Software is used, duplicated or disclosed by 
or to the United States government or a government contractor or subcontractor, it is provided with 
RESTRICTED RIGHTS as defined in Title 48 CFR 52.227-19 and is subject to the following: Title 48 CFR 
2.101, 12.212, 52.227-19, 227.7201 through 227.7202-4, FAR 52.227-14(g)(2)(6/87), and FAR 
52.227-19(c)(2) and (6/87), and where applicable, the customary Sterling Commerce license, as described 
in Title 48 CFR 227-7202-3 with respect to commercial software and commercial software documentation 
including DFAR 252.227-7013(c) (1), 252.227-7015(b) and (2), DFAR 252.227-7015(b)(6/95), DFAR 
227.7202-3(a), all as applicable.

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER

The Sterling Commerce Application and the related documentation are licensed either "AS IS" or with a 
limited warranty, as described in the Sterling Commerce license agreement. Other than any limited 
warranties provided, NO OTHER WARRANTY IS EXPRESSED AND NONE SHALL BE IMPLIED, 
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INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR USE OR FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The applicable Sterling Commerce entity reserves the right to revise this 
publication from time to time and to make changes in the content hereof without the obligation to notify any 
person or entity of such revisions or changes.

Further, the Third Party Software is provided 'AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.   

As set forth below, certain of the Third Party Licensors assert the following terms with respect to their 
respective products. Such terms shall only apply as to the specific Third Party Software and not to those 
portions of the product derived from other Third Party Software provided by other Third Party Licensors or 
to the Sterling Commerce Application as a whole.

DRY ICONS

The Sterling Commerce Application is distributed with or on the same storage media as certain of icons 
obtained from the following website: http://dryicons.com (Copyright 2007-2009 DryIcons.com. All Rights 
Reserved.) ("Dry Icons"). The Dry Icons are used and distributed pursuant to the Extended License between 
Sterling Commerce and DryIcons.com.

GLYPHISH ICONS

1. Information
The Sterling Commerce Application is distributed with or on the same storage media as certain of 
icons obtained from the following website: http://glyphish.com. The Glyphish Icons are provided 
pursuant to the following terms:
Created by Joseph Wain (see http://penandthink.com) at and probably downloaded from 
http://glyphish.com.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License. To view a 
copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us/ or send a letter to Creative 
Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
You are free to share it and to remix it remix under the following conditions:

You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way 
that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).

For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work. The 
best way to do this is with a link to http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us/

Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder (send 
me an email!).
Sterling Commerce, Inc.
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Apart from the remix rights granted under this license, nothing in this license impairs or restricts 
the author's moral rights.

ATTRIBUTION – a note reading "icons by Joseph Wain / glyphish.com" or similar, plus a link back to 
glyphish.com from your app's website, is the preferred form of attribution. Also acceptable would be, 
like, a link from within your iPhone application, or from the iTunes store page, but those aren't as 
useful to other people. If none of these work for you, please contact hello@glyphish.com and we can 
work something out.
USE WITHOUT ATTRIBUTION – If attribution is not possible, workable or desirable for your 
application, contact hello@glyphish.com for commercial non-attributed licensing terms.

2. Creative Commons Attribution License v. 3.0
CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE 
LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS 
INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES 
REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR 
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE. 

License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE 
COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY 
COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS 
AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE 
TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE 
CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED 
HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1. Definitions
a. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which 

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with one or more other contributions, 
constituting separate and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. 
A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined 
below) for the purposes of this License. 

b. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing 
works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture 
version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which 
the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective 
Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance 
of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the 
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Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work 
for the purpose of this License. 

c. "Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that offers the Work under the terms 
of this License. 

d. "Original Author" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities who created the Work. 
e. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License. 
f. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously 

violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express 
permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation. 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from 
fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright 
law or other applicable laws.

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a 
worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license 
to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:
a. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to 

reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works; 
b. to create and reproduce Derivative Works provided that any such Derivative Work, including any 

translation in any medium, takes reasonable steps to clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify 
that changes were made to the original Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The 
original work was translated from English to Spanish," or a modification could indicate "The 
original work has been modified." 

c. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly 
by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works; 

d. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly 
by means of a digital audio transmission Derivative Works. 

e. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition:
i.) Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, 
whether individually or, in the event that Licensor is a member of a performance rights society 
(e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), via that society, royalties for the public performance or public digital 
performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work. 
ii.) Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, 
whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), 
royalties for any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject 
to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the 
equivalent in other jurisdictions). 
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f. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound 
recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a 
performance-rights society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance 
(e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of 
the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions). 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The 
above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights 
in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the 
following restrictions:
a. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only 

under the terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource 
Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly 
display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on 
the Work that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of a recipient of the Work to exercise 
the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. You may not sublicense the 
Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of 
warranties. When You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform 
the Work, You may not impose any technological measures on the Work that restrict the ability of 
a recipient of the Work from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of 
the License. This Section 4(a) applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this 
does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of 
this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the 
extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by Section 4(b), as 
requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent 
practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any credit as required by Section 4(b), as requested. 

b. If You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work (as 
defined in Section 1 above) or any Derivative Works (as defined in Section 1 above) or Collective 
Works (as defined in Section 1 above), You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to 
Section 4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium 
or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if 
supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. 
a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution ("Attribution Parties") in Licensor's 
copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; 
the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource 
Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not 
refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and, consistent with Section 
3(b) in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative 
Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original 
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Work by Original Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(b) may be implemented in any 
reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, 
at a minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all contributing authors of the Derivative Work 
or Collective Work appears, then as part of these credits and in a manner at least as prominent as 
the credits for the other contributing authors. For the avoidance of doubt, You may only use the 
credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution in the manner set out above and, by 
exercising Your rights under this License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert or imply any 
connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution 
Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work, without the separate, express prior written 
permission of the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties. 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR 
OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND ONLY TO THE EXTENT OF ANY RIGHTS HELD IN THE 
LICENSED WORK BY THE LICENSOR. THE LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS 
OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, 
STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF 
TITLE, MARKETABILITY, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, 
OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. 
SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO 
SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO 
EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 
ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS 
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. Termination
a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by 

You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works (as 
defined in Section 1 above) or Collective Works (as defined in Section 1 above) from You under 
this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities 
remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any 
termination of this License. 

b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of 
the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to 
release the Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; 
provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other 
license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License 
will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above. 
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8. Miscellaneous
a. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work (as defined in Section 1 above) or 

a Collective Work (as defined in Section 1 above), the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to 
the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License. 

b. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the 
recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to 
You under this License. 

c. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect 
the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further 
action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent 
necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable. 

d. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless 
such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver 
or consent. 

e. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed 
here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not 
specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any 
communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written 
agreement of the Licensor and You. 

Creative Commons Notice

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the 
Work. Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages 
whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising 
in connection to this license. Notwithstanding the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has 
expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, Creative 
Commons does not authorize the use by either party of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related 
trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the prior written consent of Creative Commons. Any 
permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-current trademark usage guidelines, as 
may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time to time. For the 
avoidance of doubt, this trademark restriction does not form part of the License.

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

GOOGLE MAPS API

The Sterling Commerce Application implemented the Google Maps API provided as part of the Apple 
iPhone SDK (Copyright © 2006-2009 Google) (the "Google Maps"). The use and distribution of the Google 
Maps is subject to the Apple iPhone SDK Agreement and related developer agreements and the Google 
Sterling Commerce, Inc.
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Maps Terms of Use located at http://code.google.com/apis/maps/iphone/terms.html. By using the Sterling 
Commerce Application with the Google Maps API implementation, You agree to be bound by the Google 
Terms of Use.

If the Sterling Commerce Application is used or accessed by or on behalf of the United States government, 
such use or access is subject to the following provision. The Google Maps as implemented into the Sterling 
Commerce Application and any related documentation are deemed "commercial computer software" and 
"commercial computer software documentation," respectively, within the meaning of the applicable civilian 
and military Federal acquisition regulations and any supplement thereto. If the user of the Google Maps as 
implemented into the Sterling Commerce Application is an agency, department, employee, or other entity 
of the United States Government, the use, duplication, reproduction, release, modification, disclosure, or 
transfer of the Google Maps as implemented by the Sterling Commerce Application, including technical 
data, manuals or other accompanying documentation, is restricted by the terms, conditions and covenants 
contained in the Google Maps/Google Earth Terms of Service and the Google Maps/Google Earth APIs 
Terms of Service. In accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulations 12.212 for civilian agencies and 
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 227.7202 for military agencies, use of the Products is 
further restricted by the Google Maps/Google Earthy Terms of Service and the Google Maps/Google Earth 
APIs Terms of Service.

ICONS ETC. ICONS

The Sterling Commerce Application is distributed with or on the same storage media as certain icons 
obtained from the following website: http://icons.mysitemyway.com/; Copyright © 2009 MySiteMyWay 
ETC Network. All Rights Reserved (the "IconsEtc. Icons"). The IconsEtc. Icons are provided pursuant to 
the following terms:

All royalty free stock icons, clip art and other design resources on this website are free for use in both 
personal and commercial projects.

You may freely use them in software programs, scrapbooking kits, web templates, websites, blogs, etc. No 
attribution or backlinks are required, but are always appreciated.

You may NOT redistribute them as is. If you should have any questions please contact us here.

Would like to thank the following persons and organizations for their fonts, brushes, photoshop custom 
shapes, tutorials, etc: (list of contributors located at http://icons.mysitemyway.com/terms-of-use/)

These terms and conditions apply only to the IconsEtc. Icons and not the Sterling Commerce Application 
or other Third Party Software.
Sterling Commerce, Inc.
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What Is Sterling Store Associate Mobile Application?
The Sterling Store Associate Mobile application enables a store associate to:

✦ View inventory availability in a store and other stores located within a specified radius of this store
✦ View item details
✦ View item specifications
✦ View related items
✦ View item-level promotions
✦ Place an order for a consumer
✦ Perform backroom pick for customer orders

Where Can I Get the Sterling Store Associate Mobile 
Application From?
The Sterling Store Associate Mobile application can be downloaded using either of the following methods:

✦ Download the Sterling Store Associate Mobile client application from the iTunes® App Store.
✦ Copy the server-side pack from Support Center.

What Do I Require Before Using the Sterling Store Associate 
Mobile Application?
To use the Sterling Store Associate Mobile application, the server-side pack and the client-side application 
must be installed:

Server-Side Pack:

✦ Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, Release 8.5, HF6
✦ Sterling Call Center, Release 8.5, and Sterling Store, Release 8.5
✦ All the Catalog items must be indexed using Lucene, which is available with Selling and Fulfillment 

Foundation, Release 8.5. For more information about indexing catalog items, refer to the topic “An 
Overview of Catalog Search” in the Catalog Management Concepts Guide.

✦ The store should support the backroom pick process. Ensure that your enterprise uses the pipeline 
provided by the Sterling Store application.

Client-Side:

✦ iPhone OS 3.1 or later. (If you are using an iPod Touch, ensure that the iPod Touch functions on an 
iPhone OS 3.1 or later)
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How Do I Install the Sterling Store Associate Mobile 
Application?
To install the Sterling Store Associate Mobile application:

Server-Side Component:

1. Install the ssa.jar optional pack on the server side from the <INSTALL_DIR>\bin directory using 
the following command:

For Windows:
InstallService.cmd ssa.jar

For UNIX or Linux:
InstallService.sh ssa.jar

Here <INSTALL_DIR> refers to the location at which Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, Release 8.5 
is installed.

2. Build the ssa Web application and deploy it on the server side from the <INSTALL_DIR>\bin 
directory by using the following command:

For Windows:
buildwar.cmd -Dappserver=<your application server> -Dwarfiles=ssa

For UNIX or Linux:
buildwar.sh -Dappserver=<your application server> -Dwarfiles=ssa

Here <INSTALL_DIR> refers to the location at which Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, Release 8.5 
is installed.
Note: When deploying applications ensure that the ssa.war is not a part of the smcfs.ear. Deploy 
ssa.war separately.

Client-Side Component:

Download the Sterling Store Associate Mobile application from the iTunes® App Store and install the 
application to your iPhone.

What Do I Have to Configure Before Using the Sterling Store 
Associate Mobile Application?
Before using the Sterling Store Associate Mobile application, you must perform the following client-side 
and server-side configurations:

Client-Side Configurations:

Configure the following profiles in the Sterling Store Associate Mobile application settings:

✦ Development
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✦ Test
✦ Production
The following table describes the parameters that must be set for each of these listed profiles:

Notes:

✦ If you do not want to use the development profile, or test profile, or both, do not configure them.
✦ Prefix http:// or https:// to the Server URL based on the protocol.
✦ Ensure that the Server URL is accessible from your network. You may have to configure the VPN on 

your mobile device in order to do so.
Server-Side Configurations:

In the yfs.properties_ssa_ext file, which is located in <INSTALL_DIR>\properties, modify the 
values of the properties, as described here.

Configure ship nodes with an appropriate address, phone number, e-mail ID, latitude, and longitude:

✦ If you want your store to accept calls from the store associates of other stores, set the value of 
yfs.iphone.sa.store.isPhoneEnabled property to Y. Otherwise, set the value to N.

✦ If you want your store to accept e-mails from the store associates of other stores, set the value of 
yfs.iphone.sa.store.isEmailEnabled property to Y. Otherwise, set the value to N.

✦ If you want to display your store on a map view, set the value of 
yfs.iphone.sa.store.isMapAllowed property to Y. Otherwise, set the value to N.

✦ If you want your store to place orders, set the value of 
yfs.iphone.sa.store.IsPickOrShipAllowed property to Y. Otherwise, set the value to N.

Parameters Description

User ID Optional. The value entered will be the default user identifier.

Password Optional. The value entered will be the default password.

Server URL URL of the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation server, for 
example, http://<IP Address>.

Server Port Port number of the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation server, 
for example, 7001.

Context Root The value of this parameter must be set to ssa.

Image Server Location on the image server where the images are stored, 
for example, http://<IP Address>.

Image Type The type of images that are stored in the image server, for 
example, .png, .jpeg and so on.

Distance to Consider Distance to be considered while searching for nearby stores.

Distance UOM The unit of measure for the Distance to Consider parameter, 
for example, Mile.
Sterling Commerce, Inc. 13



It is recommended that you set the value to Y for any two of the following properties. If you set the value 
to Y for all the following properties, the yfs.iphone.sa.store.isPhoneEnabled property will be 
given the least priority.

yfs.iphone.sa.store.IsPickOrShipAllowed

yfs.iphone.sa.store.isPhoneEnabled

yfs.iphone.sa.store.isEmailEnabled

To add a promotion on the home page, provide the list of comma-separated image filenames for the 
yfs.iphone.sa.store.ItemsUnderPromotion property.

Note: The image filename provided for the yfs.iphone.sa.store.ItemsUnderPromotion property depends on 
the value of the Image Type attribute set on the client-side.

Example: yfs.iphone.sa.store.ItemsUnderPromotion=0.png,1.png,2.png

To customize labels and error messages, modify the ssabundle.properties file, which is available in 
<INSTALL_DIR>\resources.

To customize the e-mail template, override template_mail.xsl, which is the out-of-the-box template, 
and is available in 
<INSTALL_DIR>\repository\xapi\template\source\ssa\email\storeassist.

Here <INSTALL_DIR> refers to the location at which Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, Release 8.5 is 
installed.

How Do I Format Phone Numbers Entered in the Customer 
Search Screen?
In the Sterling Store Associate Mobile Application, when a user searches for customers using the phone 
number, only numeric characters will be accepted. However, some organizations may store the phone 
numbers in a particular format, for example, (555)555 5555, 555-555-5555, and so on. In such situations, 
the phone number must be formatted before the getCustomerContactList API is called. To ensure that the 
phone number is formatted, perform the following tasks:

1. Override the sms-getCustomerContactList mashup in the sa_mashups.xml file. For more 
information about extending mashups, refer to the topic “Extending Mashups Using Override 
Extensibility (Web UI Framework)” in the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Customizing the Web 
UI Framework Guide and follow the instructions provided in the topic to automatically override a 
mashup.

2. Ensure that the class that overrides the mashup action extends the 
com.sterlingcommerce.ui.web.platform.mashup.SCUIXAPIMashup class.

3. Override the massageInput(Element inputEl, SCUIMashupMetaData mashupMetaData, SCUIContext 
uiContext) method to massage the input passed to the getCustomerContactList API. The input and the 
phone number format can be modified.
Note: The phone number is captured in the DayPhone attribute.
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Does Sterling Store Associate Mobile Application Support 
Internationalization?
The Sterling Store Associate Mobile Application supports internationalization that is specific to the U.K. 
in the context of the following data:
✦ Date format of the U.K. locale (dd/mm/yyyy)
✦ Currency (£)

What Are the Issues That I May Encounter?
The following table describes the errors that may be encountered when using this application and the causes 
for the same.

Error Cause Solution

Unable to connect 
because you do not have 
the Manage Mobile 
Device permission to log 
in to Sterling Store 
Associate Mobile 
application.

You have not configured the mobile device 
permissions correctly in Sterling Store 
Associate Mobile application in the context 
of the User ID with which you are attempting 
to log in.

Configure the mobile device permissions 
correctly in Sterling Store Associate 
Mobile application in the context of the 
User ID with which you are attempting to 
log in.

Unable to log in to 
Sterling Store Associate 
Mobile application.

The user name or password that you have 
entered are invalid.

Enter a valid user name and password.

Unable to connect 
because the secure 
connection has failed.

Your HTTPS setting is set to On, but you are 
trying to connect to a nonsecure port.

Connect to a secure port.

Unable to connect 
because of untrusted 
server certificate.

The Sterling Store Associate Mobile 
application has the HTTP Authentication 
turned On and is using a CA certificate, but 
you do not have a valid CA public certificate 
installed on your iPhone.

Ensure that a valid CA public certificate is 
installed on your iPhone.

The connection times out 
when you log in to 
Sterling Store Associate 
Mobile application.

This may be because of a failure on the part 
of your iPhone service provider or your IP 
address and port are not configured 
correctly.

Contact your iPhone service provider or 
configure your IP address and port 
correctly.
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Known Issues in Sterling Store Associate Mobile Application
Users may encounter the following known issues when using Sterling Store Associate Mobile Application, 
Release 2.0:

✦ 211176 – The Savings screen is not populating data for node users.
Solution/Workaround – This feature is available for users of the Pricing enterprise. The Sterling 
Selling and Fulfillment Suite restricts other users to access the data, and therefore, they are not able to 
view the data. This feature will be available to other users if Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite 
enables users to view the required data.

✦ 213971 – The ssabundle.properties file is not reading the Euro symbol.
Solution/Workaround – The symbol for Euro is not coming up in the application. It is recommended 
that the users use 'EUR' instead of the Euro symbol.

✦ 212240 – In the Cart Details screen, if all the items are dragged from the last section (Ship To section 
or Pickup section), users cannot drag any item back into it.

Where Do I Go for Help?
For help in configuring or using your Sterling Store Associate Mobile application, log in to the Sterling 
Commerce Customer Center at:

http://customer.sterlingcommerce.com

If you are a new user and do not have a password, click the Join Now link and follow the instructions 
provided.

After upgrading to 
Sterling Store Associate 
Mobile application, 
Release 2.0, the 
application’s version 
number and build 
number is not updated.

Apple Inc. does not provide the capability to 
modify the version and build number in the 
iPhone application settings.

After upgrading to Sterling Store 
Associate Mobile application, Release 
2.0, launch the application, the version 
number and build number will be 
automatically updated.

Error Cause Solution
Sterling Commerce, Inc. 16
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